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Let X be a compact connected spaceand (A,): 1a sequenceof finite-dimensional
C*-algebras. Each inductive limit L = lint C(X) @A,, with C(X)-linear connecting
* -homomorphisms, is * -isomorphic as C(X)-module to the C*-algebra defined by a
certain continuous field & of AR-algebras. We classify the C*-algebras L for which
& has simple libres. In the general case the classikation is given in the category of
the C*-algebras which are C(X)-modules. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc.

In [S] E. G. Effros posed the problem of studying inductive limits of
C*-algebras of the form C(X)@A, with A finite-dimensional, as a
generalization of the AF-algebras.
Let X be a connected compact space. In this paper we give some
classification results concerning inductive limits I[lm C(X) @Ai, with Ai
finite-dimensional, where the bonding homomorphisms are unital, injective,
and C(X)-linear. The problem here is to measure and to store the possible
twistings over X of the embeddings of Ai into A,, 1. The C(X)-linear
*-homomorphisms C(X)@A,+ C(X)@Ai+,
correspond to homomorphisms A i + C(X) 0 A i + , which are classified, modulo inner
equivalence, by matrices of complex vector bundles over X (see
Corollary 2.2). Each inductive limit L = lim C(X)@ A,, with C(X)-linear
connecting *-homomorphisms, is isomorphic to the C*-algebra defined by
a continuous field &FLof AF-algebras canonically associated with L (see
Proposition 3.1). This field is not always trivia1 as it is shown in
Proposition 5.1. Moreover, we are able to classify the inductive limits L in
the case when the fibres of &L are simple, using the semigroup of the
homotopy classesof projections in U,“= 1M, @L (seeTheorem 4.4). If the
canonical map Vect(X) + K’(X) is injective (in particular, this occurs
provided that X is a connected finite CW-complex of dimension < 3) this
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result may be given using the pointed ordered group (K,,(L), K,,(L)+,
[lJ)
(see Theorem 4.6). Also we classify the C*-algebras L as C(X)modules (see Theorems 4.3 and 4.5).
1. PRELIMINARIES
If A, B are unital C*-algebras we shall denote by Hom(A, B) the space
of all unital *-homomorphisms from A to B endowed with the topology of
pointwise convergence. Two homomorphisms QI, Q2 E Hom(A, B) are said
to be inner equivalent if there is a unitary u E B such that Qz = u@,u*. Let
Hom(A, B)/- be the set of classes of inner equivalent homomorphisms
from A to B. If A and B are C(X)-modules, we shall denote by
Homo&A, B) the subspace of Hom(A, B) consisting of all C(X)-linear
homomorphisms.
We shall use Vect(X) to denote the set of isomorphism classesof complex vector bundles on X, and Vect,(X) to denote the subset of Vect(X)
given by bundles of dimension k. Vect(X) is a semiring under the
operations 0 and 0. In Vect,(X) we have one naturally distinguished
element [k]-the class of the trivial bundle of dimension k.
As usual we denote by G(n, k) the Grassmann manifold of all subspaces
of C” of dimension k and by U(n) the Lie group of all unitaries of M,. Any
continuous map F: X-t G(n, k) defines a vector bundle E,= {(x, F(x)?):
Let H’(X, U(k),) denote the cohomology set
XEX, FjEC”)d-XC”.
associated with the sheaf of germs of continuous functions X-, U(k). We
have a bijection Vect,(X) + H’(X, U(k),) which takes classes of vector
bundles to classesof cocycles [S].
We describe below the cocycle of E,. The libration
U(k) x U(n -k) + U(n) -+ G(n, k)
induces the exact sequenceof pointed cohomology sets
C(X, U(n)) -

C(X, G(n, k)) -f+ H’(X, U(k),) x H’(X, U(n - k),)
WK

U(n),.)

(for details see [2]). Denote 6(F) = (6,(F), 6,(F)).
1.1. LEMMA.

The vector bundle E, is given by the cocycle 6,(F).

Proof: Choose an open covering (Vi) of X and continuous maps
ui: Ui -+ U(n) such that

I!%
0
[ 1

F(x) = z+(x) o

o q(x)*

on Ui.
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Then
uij(4
q(x)*

Uj(X)

o

and 6(F) = ((Vi, Us), (Ui, u;)),
trivializations for E,
E,J.,=

on

uQ(x)

[

UpCk-L

1

0

=

by definition.

{( x 7u.(x)
I
[b*

UinUj

Consider

the local

~]“i(x)*O):XEuiiIEC.)

given by 4i(x, 5) = (x, u~(x)[~]),
x E Ui, 5 E Ck.
The cocycle ( Ui, b,) of E, can be computed using the local trivializations

=

(4;’

=

(41’

L

ui(x)

‘)x

ui(x)

[I
I[1
U,n
uj,(ECk.
5, XE
[ 1=uij(x)

ui(x)*

uj(x)

A

&j(x)

[

0

0

5

4Jx)

0

= (qq’), &(X) “$y

1.2. COROLLARY. Let F: X+ G(n, q) be a continuous map and define a
continuous map P: X + G(nk + p, qk)
F(X)@l,
F(x)O=ui(x)

0

0
o

XE

Vi(X)*,

ui,

PI

where ( Ui) is an open covering of X and vi: Ui + U(nk + p) are continuous
maps satisfying

L+(x)*
u,(x)= l,Oa&)
o
1

0
a;(x)

uin
uj
1 XE
’

for some continuous maps ati: Ui n Uj + U(k) and a$: Ui n Uj + U(p). Let
H be the vector bundle corresponding to the cocycle ( Ui, a,). Then EF is
isomorphic to E,@ H.
Proof: We may assume that F(x) = ui(x)[4
u;: Ui + U(n) are continuous and

ui(x)* Uj(X) = uij(x)
o
[

0
u;(x)

1

81 ui(x)*

on

on Ui, where

Uin Uj.
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[ I[ I[

We get the following formula for P on Ui:

0
‘a
;
Olk
ui(X)O1k
O
[
1
m=uMo 1
0

P

U,(x)*@l,
0

0
1,

0

1

ui(x)*

so that we can compute S(P). Indeed, for x E Ui n Uj we have

[ q(x)* 0 @ lk

[uj(x)O
0l/r01
11Oi(x)*
uj(x)
0P

1,

=
0I[+)ol,01
I[l,Oa&)
u,(x)
0%j(x)
.
a+)
0I
=[
u~(x)8aJx)
q(x)* 0 0 1,

0

1,

0
0

aQ(x)

0

1,

0

0

0

Hence EF is given by the cocycle ( Ui, uii 0 ali).

2. HOMOMORPHISMS OF C(X)-MODULES

In this section we classify the homomorphisms in Hom.(,, (C(X)@4
C(X) @ B) within inner equivalence, where A = M,, 0 . . . @ Mnr,
. . . @ M,$, and X is compact and connected.
B=M,,@
Any homomorphism 0 E Hom,(,, (C(X) @A, C(X) @ B) is uniquely
determined by its restriction to A. This allows us to identify
Homcc,, (CO3 0 4 C(X) 0 B) with Hom(A, C(X) @ B) as topological
spaces, identification which preserves the inner equivalence classes. By
Proposition 1 in [3] it follows that there is a bijection
6 : Horn,,,, (C(X)@4

W’)C3BB)l-

-+ {E = (E,,) EM,, ,(VecV)): ECnl = Cm1>,
where [n] := ([nil,
[m] means
Wp, 0

.... [n,]),

(1)

[m] := (Cm,], .... Cm,]). Explicitly, E[n] =

Cn,l)O -@(E,,@Ca=C~,1~

p = 1, 2, ...) S.

The description of 6 can be obtained using the local structure of
homomorphisms A -+ C(X) 0 B given in [lo] or by Proposition 1 in [3].
For simplicity, suppose that B= M,. Thus, for a homomorphism
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@E Hom(A, C(X) 6 B) there are an open covering (Vi) of X, continuous
maps vi: Ui+ V(m), and positive integers krr, .... k,, such that
@P(u)(x)= ui(x)(al 6 lkii 0 ’ ‘. Our0 lk*,) ui(X)*,

(2)

where XE Ui, a=~,@ ... @a,oA and
0

1n,c3a:(x)

..

q(x)* Uj(X) =

1

on

0

l.,@$b)

Uin Vi.

If 6(Q) = (E,,) then each vector bundle E,, is given by the cocycle ( Ui, a&).
Note that rank El,= k,,.
If C is a unital C*-algebra we shall denote by D(C) the set of homotopy
classes of selfadjoint projections in lJ,“= 1M, @ C. Recall that D(C) is a
semigroup under the operation induced by the direct sum of projections
and D( .) is a covariant functor.
Let C= C(X) @A. It is known that there is an isomorphism of semigroups D(C(X)@A) + Vect(X)r which maps the class of a projection
FE C(X) @A @ M,, having the decomposition

to (EF,’.... EF,) E Vect( X)‘.

Any homomorphism @E Hom.(,, (C(X) 0 A,
or
C(X)@B)
induces a map @,:D(C(X)@A)+D(C(X)@B)
equivalently a map @, : Vect(X)’ + Vect(X)s. Vect(X)r is a free module
over the unital semiring Vect(X). Let e,, .... e, be its canonical basis,
ei= (0, .... [l], .... 0) with [l] on the ith position. We denote by
Horn vectcx)(Vect(X)r, Vect(X)‘) the set of all homomorphisms of Vect(X)Vect( I’)‘+ Vect(X)“.
As
usual
element
of
modules
any
Horn vcctcx)(Vect(X)r, Vect(X)‘) is given by a unique matrix in
M, x ,(Vect(X)) with respect to the canonical bases.
2.1. PR~F-~SITION.
to 6(Q) = (E,,).

The map @* is Vect(X)-linear and its matrix is equal

ProoJ We may assume that B = M,,,. Using (2) and the canonical
bijection Horn@, C(X) @ B) + Hom.(,, (C(X) @A, C(X) @ B) we get the
following description for @:
@(G)(X)

=

Ui(x)(G,(x)

O

lkll

O

. . . O

x E Uj, G = @I=, Gi E @;= 1 C(X) @ M,,
58OB5f 1-8

G,(x)

O

lkl,)

ui(X)*,

where k,, , .... k,, are positive
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integers (nlkli+ ... +nrkl,=m),
(Vi) is an open covering of X, and
vi: Ui + U(m) are continuous maps satisfying

9
1

0

l”,@%)(X)

..

vi(x)* Vi(X) =
0

on XE Win Vi.

L/m;(x)

Let Q,: C(X)OAOM,jC(X)~~M,OM,,
Qp,:=@@id,“,
na 1.
Since @J*is a homomorphism of semigroups it is enough to describe the
homotopy class of o,,(F) for a projection FE C(X) @ M,, @M, c C(X) @I
A @M,. One can easily obtain the following formula:

1

@n(F)(x)= vi(X)0 1” F(x) 00 I,,, o0 vi(x)* 6 ln,
P

where p=mn-k,,n,n.
(vi(x)O

XE
ui,

Since

ln)* (vj(x)O

ln)=

L,,@~~(X)
[

0

0
uin
uj,
a>(x)
1’ XE

where a;(x) := @;=, lnn,@@x), it follows by Corollary 1.2 that G,,(F)
gives a vector bundle isomorphic to EF@ Ell, where El, is the vector bundle corresponding to the cocycle ( Ui, uh).
2.2. COROLLARY.

The map @ + @.+induces a bijection

Homccx, (CW 0 4 CO’) 0 BY-, {E E HomveGttx, (Vect(X)l, Vect(X)‘): E[n] = [ml}.

Proof. Use (1) and Proposition 2.1.
Let &(C(X)@A) be the Grothendieck group for the abelian semigroup
be the image of D(C(X) @A) in
D(C(QO-4).
Let K,(C(X)CCJA).
&(C(X)@A). (K,(C(X)@A), K,(C(X)@A)+) is an ordered group. The
isomorphism D(C(X) 6.4) -+ Vect(X)* induces an isomorphism of ordered
grows WO(C(X) 0 A 1, Ko(CW) 63A) + ) --) (K”GOr, K’(X)‘, ), where
K’(X)+ is the image of Vect(X) in K’(X). Recall that K’(X) has a natural
structure of ring. In K,(C(X)@A) we distinguish the class of the unity
] = [n]. We shall denote by Hom,o,,, ((K’(X)‘, K’(X)‘,, [n]),
Fti$f
K’(X)”
[ml))
th e set of all pointed ordered group homomorphisms which ‘are K’(X)-linear.
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2.3. COROLLARY. Assume that the canonical map Vect(X) + K’(X)
injective. Then the map @ + K,(G) induces a bijection
Homc,x, (C(X)@-4

is

C(X)@W-

-+ HomKOcxj
(W”W, K”(X)‘, TCnlh (K”GT9 K”(X)“, , Cm1)).
3. CONTINUOUS FIELDS OF A&ALGEBRAS

Let X be a compact space and let (AJE i be a sequenceof finite-dimensional C*-algebras. We consider a system
. ..+ C(X)@A&%

C(X)@Ai+,-...,

(3)

where each *-homomorphism Oi is unital, injective, and C(X)-linear. We
show that the corresponding C*-inductive limit L = lim (C(X) @ Ai, Di) is
*-isomorphic, by a C(X)-module isomorphism, to the C*-algebra of the
sections of some continuous field of AF-algebras (see [4]).
Since we can canonically identify Hom(A,, C(X) @Ai+ i) with
C(X, Hom(A,, Ai+ ,)), each Gi defines a continuous map XZI x + ai
E
Hom(A,, Ai+ ,). Note that each G,(x) is injective.
For any x E X define the AF-algebra A(x) = lint (Ai, Qi(x)). We want to
define a continuous field of AF-algebras &L= ((A(x)),, x, f). Let Lo be the
algebraic inductive limit of the system (3). Then define q: Lo -+ nxex A(x)
by q([F])(x) = [F(x)], EX, FE Lo. ([a] denotes the image of a in the
corresponding inductive limit.)
Define r to be the closure of q(L,) c n,,, A(x) with respect to the
norm Ml = s~r-x.~ Ilu(x) It is easily seen that 8; is a continuous field of
AF-algebras. Moreover, v] extends to a C(X)-linear *-isomorphism from L
onto I7 Thus, we have the following:
3.1.

PROPOSITION.

The inductive limit L is *-isomorphic to r by a C(X)-

module isomorphism.
3.2. Remark. If each Ai is a factor or if the space X is connected, then
A(x) 2 A(y), x, y E X. If X is locally contractible, then the field &L is locally
trivial.

3.3. PROPOSITION.
Let L, L’ be inductive limits of the above type such
that the fibres A(x), A’(x) (XE X) of gL, S,, are simple. Then, for any
*-isomorphism @: L + L’ there is a homeomorphism q5: X + X such that

@(f.a)=fod-@(a),

f EC(X), aEL.
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Proof: Let q : L + r and q’: L’ --) r’ be the *-isomorphisms constructed
in the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let + be the *-isomorphism which makes
the diagram

commutative. Since q and q’ are C(X)-linear, it is enough to prove that

ICl(fa)=fo~.~(a),f~C(X), aeT.
Since each A(x) is simple, the maximal ideals of r are of the form
z, := {ad-: a(~)=~), XEX. Since + is an isomorphism, it induces a
homeomorphism
4: X+X
such that
I+G(Z~)=Z~-I~~,
:= (u’Er’:
a’(#-‘(~)) =O}. For f E C(X) and uE r we have (f- f(x))uEZ,
hence
$((f -f(x))u)(C’(x))=O,
that is, t4fu)(C’(x))=f(x)
ICl(u)(CI(X)).
The proof is complete.
3.4. Remark. Assume that all the M-algebras A(x) and A’(x) are
simple. Using Proposition 3.1 and a similar argument with that given in
the proof of Proposition 3.3 one can see that L E L’ if and only if the field
~9” is isomorphic to the pullback d*&“, for some homeomorphism
4:x-+x.

4.

CLASSIFICATION

RESULTS

Let X be a compact connected space. In this section we shall consider
inductive limits L = & (C(X) @Ai, Qi), where (Ai),“_, is a sequence of
finite-dimensional C*-algebras and each Qi E Hom.(,, (C(X) @IA,,
C(X) @IAi+ 1) is injective. Note that L inherits a natural structure of
C(X)-module. Consider D(L), the semigroup of homotopy classesof selfadjoint
projections
in
UT=1 M, @ L (see Section 2). Since D(L) =
lim D(C(X)@A,), D(L) inherits a natural structure of module over the
semiring Vect(X). Our classification of the inductive limits L will be
given in terms of D(L) and K,(L). Consider two inductive limits
L=lim(C(X)@Ai,Qi)
and L’=lim(C(X)@,4;,@;)
of the above type.
Set Li := C(X)@A, and LI := C(X)@A:.
4.1. LEMMA. Let @: L + L’ be a *-isomorphism such that @(fu) =
f 0 4. @(a), f E C(X), a E L, for some homeomqrphism q5: X -+ X. Then there
is a commutative diagram of *-homomorphisms
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-

Lh

L!

J(2)

. . .

-,

such that q(f) = f 0q5and Pi(f) = f 0 qV’, f~ C(X). The converse is also
true.
Proof. We prove only the nontrivial implication. Using Glimm’s
Lemma [7, Lemma 1.81 as in the proof of Lemma 2.6 in [ 11, we can get
suitable unitaries U,EL’, USEL such that the homomorphisms ai = ui@uF
and pi = a$-‘~~ have the desired properties.
Let S be a unital semiring. Consider two inductive limits T= l& (F, Oi)
and T’ = lim (s’;, &), where fIi and 0; are homomorphisms (not necessarily
injective) of S-modules. Note that T and T’ inherit a natural structure of
S-modules. Set Si = P and Si = s’;. We shall distinguish an element si
(resp. 3;) in Si (resp. S;) such that B,(s,) = si+ 1 (resp. (Ii(s;) = s:+ 1). Then T
and T’ will be pointed in the obvious way, by t = [si] and t’= [si]. Let
J: S + S be an isomorphism of semirings.
4.2. LEMMA. Let A: (T, t) + (T’, t’) be an isomorphism of pointed
semigroups such that A(M) =J(s) A(a), SE S, UE T. Then there is a commutative diagram of homomorphisms of pointed semigroups
tsi(l)9

si(l))

-

Csi(2)7

\/

si(2))

tsi(3),

-

si(3))

-

”

’

\y

(s;(l),

$(I,)

-

c33.(2),

such that )‘,(sa)=J(S) y,(a)> d,(Sb)=J-‘(S)
The converse is also true,

42,)

-

. . .

6,(b), SE S, UES~(~), bES;(k).

Prooj
The proof uses the fact that Sk and Sk are finitely generated as
S-modules.
4.3. THEOREM.
Then L and L’ are
D(L) and D(L’)
isomorphism which

Let L=l&
(C(X)@A,, fji), L’=b
(C(X)@Ai,
@:).
*-isomorphic by a C(X)-linear isomorphism if and only if
are isomorphic as semigroups, by a Vect(X)-linear
takes the class of 1L to the class of I,,.

ProoJ The proof uses Corollary 2.2, Lemma 4.1 (with q5= id,), and
Lemma 4.2 (with S= Vect(X) and J= ids).
4.4. THEOREM.

Assume that the fibres of the continuous fields 8L and 8Ls
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(see Section 3) are simple. Then L and L’ are *-isomorphic if and only if
there is an isomorphism of semigroups A : D(L) --) D(L’) which takes the
class of 1, to the class of l,,, and such that
A(sa) = J(s) A(a),

s E Vect(X), a E D(L),

where J: Vect(X) + Vect(X) is an isomorphism of semirings induced by some
homeomorphism X + X.
ProoJ: The proof uses Corollary 2.2, Proposition 3.3, Lemma 4.1,
Lemma 4.2, and the following remarks:

(a) Let A, B be finite dimensional C*-algebras and let
0 E Hom( C( X) @A, C(X) @ B) be a *-homomorphism satisfying
@(fa) = f 04. @(a), f E C(X), a E C(X) @A. Then we have a factorization
CP=@,@*
C(X)@B,
C(X) 0 A ” + C(X)@A 91
where d*(F) = PO 4 and @, is a C(X)-linear *-homomorphism.
(b) If y : Vect(X)r -+ Vect(X)’ is a semigroup homomorphism satisfying r(m) = J(s) y(a), SEVect(X), aE Vect(X)r, then we have the
factorization y = aJ(”
Vect(X)‘-

“I

Vect(X)’ A

Vect(X)‘,

where J”‘(s,, .... s,) = (J(s,), .... J(s,)) and a is Vect(X)-linear.
We denote by K,(L) + the image of D(L) into K,,(L). Since K,,(L)
lint K,,(L,) and K,(L) + = lim K,(L,)+ it follows that K,,(L) inherits
natural structure of K’(X)-module and the triplet (K,(L), K,(L) + , [ 1J)
a pointed ordered group. When the canonical map kT’ct(X) --) K’(X)
injective the above two Theorems can be formulated in terms of Ko-groups
the following way: (compare with [6])
4.5.

THEOREM.

=

a
is
is
in

L and L’ are * -isomorphic by a C( X)-linear isomorphism

if and only if (K,(L), K,(L)+, C1J) and (Ko(L’), K,(L’)+, CILfl) are
isomorphic as pointed ordered groups by a K’(X)-linear

isomorphism.

4.6. THEOREM. Assume that the fibres of the continuous fields &L and gL.
are simple. Then L and L’ are *-isomorphic if and only if there is an
isomorphism of pointed ordered groups

A: W,(L), K,(L)+, ClJ) + WOW’),Ko(L’)+, Cl~,l)
such that A(sa)= J(s) A(a), SE K’(X), aE K,(L), where J: K’(X)
is a ring isomorphism induced by some homeomorphism X -+ X.

* K’(X)

INDUCTIVE
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5. APPLICATIONS

Assume that X is a finite connected CW-complex of dimension < 3. Then
there is an isomorphism of rings x: K’(X) + (Z x H2(X, Z), +, .) given by
x[E] = (rank(E), c,(E)), EE Vect(X), where c,(E) is the first Chern class
of E. The ring structure on Z x H2(X, Z) is given by
(k a) + (1,IV = (k + 6 a + B)
(k a). (I, P) = W, la + W,
where a, /3E H2(X, Z), k, 1E Z. Also, in this case the map Vect(X) + K’(X)
is injective. These facts follow from the properties of stability of vector
bundles (see [9]). When X= S2 we obtain that
KO(S’) = (s+ rx: s, t E z, x2 = O} = Z[x]/(x’)
and
K”(S2)+ = {s+rx:
Let 3<p,cp2<
and define

(s, t)~N*xZu

((O,O)}}.

... be a sequence of prime integers, a=[;

ni =

ni
ni’

[I

by ni+l=aini,
where ai=p,a, ibl. Let Ai=M,;@M,,;
simple AF-algebra A given by the Bratteli system
A,AA,LA

T], n,=[:]

+?j

and consider a

....

We shall consider a C*-algebra L = b (C(S2) @Ai, @J whose pointed
ordered K,-group is given by the inductive limit corresponding to the
following system of K”( S 2)-linear homomorphisms:
al+bx ,

Ko(s2)2

Ko(s2)2

a2+br ~ Ko(s2)2

nj+bx , . . . .

where b = [ -: -:I. Note that Qi is such that Ko(Qi) = ai + bx and Qi is
injective.
The following proposition shows that the C*-algebras studied in this
paper do not reduce to the C*-algebras given by trivial fields of
AF-algebras.
5.1. PROPOSITION.
*-isomorphic
AF-algebra.

The inductive limit L=h
to any P-algebra
of the form

(C(S2)@ Ai, Gi) is not
C(S2)@ B, with B an
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ProoJ By reasons concerning the primitive spectrum of L, it is enough
to show that L is not *-isomorphic to C(S’) @A. To get a contradiction
assume that K,,(L) is isomorphic to K,,(C(S’)@ A) as in Theorem 4.6.
Since any homeomorphism q5:S2 + S2 has the degree + 1, it follows, with
the notation of Theorem 4.6, that J= K’(d) : K”(S2) + K”(S2) is given by
J(s + cx) = s + tx. We shall consider only the case J(s + tx) = s - tx. The
case J= id is simpler. By Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.2 we must have a
commutative diagram of the form (we have deleted the spacesK’(S’)‘)
a,+bx

ak+bx

o,+bx

rr,fbx

y2 = (c’ + d’x)Jc2’,
62=
6, = (e +fx)&P2’,
where y, = (c + dx)Jc2’
and J(‘) = 1; ;].
(e’ +fx)J”‘,
The following computations use the identities ab = ba= -b and
J(‘)( g + ~x)J’~’ = g - hx, g, h E M2(Z). The commutativity of the above
diagram implies
ec=a,..+a,,..a,

(4)

fc-ed=b(a,a,...a,+a,a,...a,+

... +a,a,...a,-,)

c’e=a,+,...a,...a,
d’e-c’f

(5)
(6)

=0

(7)

I I
ecec=a,...a,...a,...a,...a,.

(8)

From (4), (5), (6), and (7) we get
d’a, . ..a.--aa,+,...a,
=c’(p,p,...p,,+

. ..a.,,d

... +P1P2...Pn-1)(-l)n-‘b

so that we infer that [e j” ] divides c’b in M,(Z). It follows that pn divides
det(c’). We obtain from (4) that pi divides det(ec) hence pi divides
det(e’c’ec) which contradicts (8) since det(a) = -3.
In contrast with the above Proposition we have the following:
5.2. PROPOSITION.
Let X be a connectedfinite CW-complex of dimension
< 3 and let A be a UHF-algebra, A = -lim Ai, where each Ai is a finite disCrete factor. Then L = lir~ (C(X) 0 A,, Qi) is *-isomorphic by a C(X)-linear
isomorphism to C(X)@ A, for any choice of Gji~ Horn,-,,, (C(X)@ Aj,
Coal+,),
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Proof. By hypothesis we have Vect(X) 3 N* x H2(X, Z) u (0) =
{s + qx: s E N*, q E H2(X, Z), x2 = 0) u (0). Hence
Homctx, (C(X)6Ai,

C(X)6Ai+lYN

r {EEVect(X): E@ [nil = [n,,,]}

where Ai = M,, and si = nj+ Jn j (see Corollary 2.2). Consider an arbitrary
inductive limit L’ = lir~ (C(X)@ Ai, @I) of the same type as L. We shall
apply Theorem 4.3 to show that L z L’ as C(X)-modules. To prove that
(D(L)?C1Ll)~(W’), ClLfl) as pointed Vect(X)-modules we shall use
Lemma 4.2; i.e., we shall construct a commutative diagram of the type
...A -%I+ vrnx D,,,+, -, ...?!!%D,+l

D,-

--* . . .

where Di = 0; = (N* x H’(X, Z) u (O), n,), (Qi)* = si + qix, (@I), =
Sj+qlX,
yl=Sl *-.sk+rlx,
d,=sk+1.-.sm+52x,
Y2=Sm+1-Sy+53X,
etc. Let Ti := {q oIFZ’(X, Z): njq=O}. The torsion part of Z-12(X,Z) is
finite. Hence the sequence T, c T2 c . . . stops. Since qj E Tj we may assume
that qi~ T,, i> 1. After dropping finitely many terms in the sequence
si,s2,
s3, ..* we may also assume that any class ii E Z/n, Z occurs infinitely
many times. With these assumptions, the sequence (tj)z 1, <r = 0, is
constructed inductively, using the following remark: given u < u and
leT1 there are W>IJ and <‘ETA such that if y=su...so+~x
and
d=sv+, . . . s, + {‘x, the diagram

commutes, i.e.,

i=u

To prove this we choose w large enough such that
(s,...s”)~

divides (s,+r . ..s~)”

in

Z/n,Z.

Note added in proof
After this paper was circulated as a preprint, INCREST 1986, we
made the following remarks:
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(a) The conclusion of Theorem 4.5 remains also true if instead of the injectivity of the
canonical map Vect(X) + K’(X) we assume that X is a finite Cl+‘-complex and that the
Ko-groups of the AF-fibres of the continuous fields &L and Jfi are with large denominators, in
the sense of V. Nistor: On the homotopy group of the automorphisms group of
AF-C*-algebras (to appear in J. Operafor Theory).
(b) Since the simple AF-algebras have the K,-groups with large denominators, the
conclusion of Theorem 4.6 also holds if instead of the injectivity of the canonical map
Vect(X) -t K’(X) we assume that X is a finite CW-complex.
In addition to the previous arguments, the proofs of these statements use the stability
properties of vector bundles over finite CW-complexes [9].
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